Abstract. Many cell-based research studies require the counting of cells in order to understand and validate experiments through statistical analyses. Although progress in imaging technology has enabled the automation of cell counting for many different cell types, this process still has to be done manually in the case of images of embryonic stem cells. In this paper, we present a new automatic algorithm to detect and count embryonic stem cells in fluorescence microscopy images that identifies pluripotent stem cells cultured in vitro. Our approach uses luminance information to generate a graph-based image representation. The cell pattern is defined as a subgraph, and a graph-mining process is applied to detect the cells. The method is tolerant to variations in cell size and shape. Moreover, it can easily be parameterized to handle different image groups resulting from distinct differentiation protocols. The paper presents numerical results from tests made on a database with more than two hundred images, including EB cryosection, embryoid body cell migration, murine embryonic stem cell colonies under murine embryonic fibroblast, and neurosphere images. The results from our algorithm were validated by expert biologists, and provide good precision, recall and F-measure. Finally, a comparative study with the widely used watershed algorithm is presented.
Introduction
Researchers have been developing a number of new techniques and software applications for biological and medical health care purposes [18, 19, 22, 32, 40, 41] . Recent efforts have focused on eliminating subjectivity, accelerating processes such as cell counting or microcalcification detection, and helping physicians improve their daily practice, make accurate diagnosis, and prevent diseases.
Embryonic stem (ES) cell is the term used to define cells that have unlimited proliferation and can originate has enabled the automation of cell counting for many different cell types, in the case of ES cell images this process is still performed manually by expert biologists through visual inspection.
Monitoring the proportion of undifferentiated cells during culture is important to ensure the quality of the culture, and, as a result, the pluripotency of ES cells. However, manual counting is tedious and timeconsuming, and its subjective nature can lead to a wide variation in the results. In practice, counting large amounts of cells manually leads to high standard deviations, yielding poor results. Thus, there is a clear need for an automatic method that is able to detect and count these cells. Such method can also be a useful tool for streamlining the evaluation of culturing methods and consequently accelerating stem cell therapy processes.
In this paper, we present a graph-mining algorithm to automatically detect and count ES cells in fluorescence microscopy images. This article is an extended version of a previous work [13] . Here, the proposed method is presented in detail to allow a better understanding of the strategy used to provide tolerance to changes in the size and shape of the cells, which can occur in normal laboratory procedures. We also show new results achieved by our algorithm, including two new types of captured images: murine embryonic stem (mES) cell colonies under murine embryonic fibroblast (MEF), and neurospheres. All the results presented here were visually validated by expert biologists and provide good precision, recall and F-measure. A comparative study with the widely used watershed algorithm is presented as well. To further support our research, we developed a free software application that implements our methodology, which was made publicly available on the web together with the images shown here. This software is already being used by expert biologists at the Institute of Biomedical Sciences at Federal University of Rio de Janeiro (UFRJ) in Brazil.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 highlights some related studies; Section 3 describes image features and the acquisition process; Section 4 provides an overview of the method; Section 5 presents and discusses the experimental results; and Section 6 presents our conclusion and some future work.
Related work
In this section we briefly discuss some of the related works that are most relevant to our approach.
The technique most frequently used to detect differentiated cells is flow cytometry [17, 34] . This technique can identify and quantify a large number of cells in a short period of time. Its results express the percentage of one or more types of cells within a population. However, this procedure is expensive and requires a trained technical specialist. Another disadvantage is the loss of spatial information, since this procedure can be applied only to cell suspension cultures. Thus, it is generally used as a complement to microscopy analysis, providing information about tissue architecture and cell localization as well as distribution of cellular fluorescence.
A number of researchers have been dealing with cell segmentation and counting in microscopy images [1, 8, 9, 15, 28, 35, 38] . Techniques based on machine learning [29, 37, 39] and on classical segmentation methods such as threshold, morphological filtering and watershed transformation [3, 10, 11, 27] have been developed. However, these techniques do not address properly a problem that frequently occurs when the cells are partially or totally fused, as illustrated in Fig. 1a .
Since the discovery of the potential of stem cells, many researchers have been investigating the segmentation, tracking and quantification of these kinds of cells [2, 7, 16, 20, 21, 24, 25] . Althoff et al. [20] and Tang et al. [7] proposed methods for the segmentation and tracking of neural stem (NS) cells. Both approaches are based on classical segmentation methods and use information about the previous position of cells to decide which blobs correspond to real cells. Korzynska [2] presented a method for the automatic counting of NS cells growing in cultures which is performed in two steps: 1) the image is segmented into several regions; and 2) each homogeneous region is counted separately. Kachouie et al. [24] [25] [26] proposed methods to locate and track individual hematopoietic stem (HS) cells. In their first work [24] , the authors proposed a deconvolution method in the form of an optimized ellipse fitting algorithm to locate individual HS cells. In subsequent articles [25, 26] , cell morphology information (e.g. cell size, boundary brightness, interior brightness and boundary uniformity or symmetry) is used to locate and track HS cells. However, all of these methods can handle only one type of stem cell in the images. In addition, since they tend to use morphological information or a traditional segmentation approach, they do not address properly the variations in cell size or shape.
Restif [6] proposed a method for the segmentation and evaluation of fluorescence microscopy images which was designed to handle nuclei and chromosomal probes. Nuclei segmentation is based on a parametric model of the histogram image. To detect the chromosomal probes, a dome-detection algorithm is used. A mask of fixed size, centered on a local maximum, is used to evaluate and classify the region as a dome or as noise according to a defined criterion.
Graphs are flexible and a powerful representation that has been applied successfully in computer vision, pattern recognition and related areas. Methods that use a graph-based approach to image segmentation have been proposed [5, 30, 31, 36] . However, in the case of images where the objects are very clustered or clumped and with low-contrast boundaries (see Fig. 1a ), these methods are not able to detect individual objects.
The first method dealing with several types of pluripotent stem cells in the same microscopy image was proposed by Faustino et al. [14] and was designed for images of stem cell sections from embryoid bodies (EB cryosection images). It uses luminance information to generate a graph-based image representation. The cell pattern is defined as a subgraph, and a graphmining process is used to detect the cells.
Although this method works well, its performance is significantly reduced in images where there is more than one bright point per cell. In order to solve this shortcoming, an extended method was presented [13] . It incorporates a graph-clustering algorithm subsequent to the mining process, increasing the precision for images of EB cryosections and making the method suitable for images of migration of embryoid body cells with a 40 × zoom.
The method proposed here uses the same idea presented by Restif [6] . The cells are represented by domes and a detection algorithm is used. However, we use a graph-based approach and do not have any previous information about cell shape. The advantages of this approach include its tolerance to variations in cell size or shape and its easy tuning for different image groups resulting from distinct differentiation protocols. Moreover, differently from previous works, our method can handle overlapping or highly clustered cells, such as the ones shown in Fig. 1a. 
Image characterization
All images used in this work were collected by the Institute of Biomedical Sciences at UFRJ university in Brazil. There are images of stem cell sections from embryoid bodies (EB cryosections), neurospheres, embryoid body (EB) cell migration, and murine stem (mES) cell colonies under murine embryonic fibroblast (MEF). The protocols used and the acquisition system are described in the following sections.
EB cryosection images
Most differentiation protocols for ES cells involve the use of the embryoid body (EB) model. EBs are spherical structures obtained from ES colonies and cultured under non-adherent conditions. EBs are composed of cells from three germ layers (ectoderm, mesoderm and endoderm), and can be used in many differentiation protocols.
EBs are cultured for eight days through a neural differentiation process. In this procedure, the EBs are stimulated to differentiate into a neural phenotype through incubation during the last four days with retinoic acid at a final concentration of 2 µM.
In order to obtain the EB cryosection images used here, a fraction of the EBs was fixed and processed for cryoprotection. Slices were prepared on cryostat to discern the number of individual cells in each embryoid body. The slice thickness used was 10 µm, which corresponds to the average size of the nuclei. Next, the slices were incubated for 5 minutes with 4'-6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI), which is a nuclear counterstain. It binds to cell DNA and makes it visible in blue/cyan when visualized through fluorescence microscopy, as illustrated in Fig. 1a .
Neurosphere images
The acquisition of neurosphere images (Fig. 1f) is the same as for EB cryosections. Despite the similarity with EBs, neurospheres are floating spheres that enclose only neural progenitor cells.
Images of embryoid body cell migration
Images of embryoid body (EB) cell migration (Figs 1b and 1c) were obtained from another EB fraction, which was plated onto laminin/fibronectin-coated glass slides for four days to promote cell migration. Cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde and stained as described previously.
Images of murine embryonic stem cell colonies under murine embryonic fibroblast
Images from murine embryonic stem (mES) cell colonies (Figs 1d and 1e) were obtained after immunocytochemistry assay. ES cells were cultured in inactivated murine embryonic fibroblast (MEF) and, on the fourth day, fixed onto coverslips using 4% paraformaldehyde. Next, for immunofluorescence detection, the cells were incubated overnight with primary antibodies against Octamer-4 (Oct-4).
The transcription factor Oct-4 is an important protein for the self-renewal of ES cells, and its expression decreases during the differentiation process. Therefore, it is frequently used as a marker for undifferentiated cells.
After this period, the cells were incubated with secondary antibodies combined with fluorescent molecules (Alexa Fluor 546) for one hour, followed by five minutes of DAPI incubation.
Acquisition system
The acquisition system consisted of a Nikon Eclipse TE300 inverted epifluorescence microscope, a MagnaFire Digital CCD camera, and the Image Pro Express software. The acquisition procedure is semi-automatic and the specialist controls some parameters, such as magnification, exposure time and focus. The resolution of the captured images is fixed at 1392 × 1040 pixels. A 40 × zoom was used for images of EB cryosections and neurospheres. The images of EB cell migration were captured using a 40 × and 20 × zoom. For images of mES cell colonies under MEF, a zoom factor of 20 × and 10 × was used. All images were stored using the Tagged Image File (.tif) format with lossless LZW compression.
Overview of our method
The proposed method is based on an important characteristic of images of ES cells: generally, each cell has one bright central point, and the luminance decreases monotonically from the bright point towards the cell border. Cell images captured with large zoom factors, such as 40 ×, sometimes display additional bright points in their interior. Figure 3 illustrates the luminance as the elevation of a surface. In this interpretation each cell is identified as a dome. When a cell has more than one bright point, its dome top presents some local variations.
Our method is composed of six steps: five required steps (preprocessing, histogram partition, connected component detection, graph construction, and graph mining) and an optional step (graph clustering) to deal with the case of multiple bright points. Figure 2 provides an overview of the proposed method.
The preprocessing step consists basically in the application of a Gaussian filter to reduce noise. The goal Fig. 2 . Overview of the proposed method: each step is denoted by a box. The last box represents an optional step that can be added to the process in order to deal with the case of multiple bright points. is to reduce the number of false peaks without blurring or merging different cells into one. Note that, when the image presents cells with more than one bright peak, this step rarely merges them. These additional peaks will be treated by the last step of the algorithm. Figures 3c and 3e show the result of the Gaussian filter.
Since the images are captured in a controlled environment, the ES cells in these images can be separated from the background using a simple global threshold t = µ + xδ, where µ is the mean value of the image, δ is the standard deviation of the image, and x is a constant defined experimentally. The final part of the preprocessing step is to zero the intensity below the threshold t. Figure 3f and Fig. 4 illustrate this process.
In the second step of the algorithm, the horizontal axis of the image histogram is partitioned into intervals with fixed size (ε). Figure 3g shows this partition with a size of 64 used only for illustration purposes. The actual partition size must be smaller, as presented below. Each partition defines a luminance class.
In order to detect the connected components (third step), the foreground image is partitioned into 8-connected regions of pixels that belong to the same luminance class. A 4-connected neighborhood can also be used, but it increases the size of the resulting graph. Next, the regions are labeled with natural consecutive numbers so that regions with higher luminance are attributed smaller numbers (see Fig. 3h ). The result of this step is a matrix M with the same dimensions as the input image, where each entry M (i, j) contains the label value of the component to which the pixel p(i, j) belongs.
In the fourth step, a region-adjacency graph G = (V, E) is constructed based on M . Each vertex v i ∈ V represents a region and its index corresponds to its label. The edges in E connect pairs of adjacent regions. To reduce the number of edges we use a 4 × 4 neighborhood. Figure 3h shows the graph-based representation of the image presented in Fig. 3a , and Fig. 5 shows an example of a typical graph. Note that G is an undirected, simple graph that does not contain any isolated vertex, since all components are connected at least to the background image.
Each ES cell is represented in G by a simple path S, whose vertices are in ascending order. A simple path is defined as a sequence of distinct vertices such that from each vertex there is an edge to the next vertex in the sequence. Thus, in the fifth step, V is evaluated iteratively checking only for the vertices with degree smaller than three. Such vertices are classified either as a new simple path or as a component of a simple path that was detected previously. Figures 6 and 8b present the simple paths detected for the images shown in Figs 3a and 8a , respectively. For more details about the graph-mining process applied, please see [14] .
Although this method works well in most cases, as Figs 7a and 7b illustrate, it is prone to errors when many cells contain more than one bright point (see Fig. 7c ). Steps 1 to 5 assume that a cell has only one bright point and the luminance decreases monotonically from this point to the boundary of the cell. However, due to biological phenomena such as DNA condensation and pyknotic nuclei [23] , this assumption is not always true and step 6 is required when the image presents this situation.
To reduce the number of false positives, i.e., elements that are wrongly classified as cells, step 6 performs a hierarchical graph clustering [33] . This step merges the simple paths that represent a same cell into clusters (supersets). These paths are identified using the Euclidean distance and graph topology. We assume that, if a set of simple paths represents the same cell, they should have a common neighbor, as illustrated in Figure 8b (simple paths S 5 , S 6 and S 7 , for example). To facilitate the description of the algorithm, consider the follows definitions:
-the distance between two simple paths S i and S j is given by d E (c i , c j ), where c i and c j are the central points of the bounding boxes of the regions that have the highest labels in S i and S j , respectively; -the neighborhood of a simple path S i is defined as the vertices neighboring the vertices of S i that are not in S i ; -two simple paths S i and S j are neighbors if there is at least one edge connecting a vertex of S i to a vertex of S j ; -a superset is a set of vertices made up of simple paths and additional vertices.
The basis of the clustering algorithm is that two simple paths S i and S j represent the same cell if d E (c i , c j ) < λ, where λ is half of the diameter of an average cell measured from the input image. If c i and c j represent distinct cells, the bright points in their interior may be superimposed and, as a consequence, these cells will be counted as one by biologists.
To implement this step, consider the following algorithm. Given a graph G and the list L = {S 1 , S 2 , . . . , Table 1 Our database is divided into seven image groups, and the corresponding input parameters used are: the value of the Gaussian radius (σ), the parameter (x) used to calculate the threshold, the interval size (ε), and half of the diameter of an average cell (λ) S n } of simple paths detected through the mining process, in order to group the simple paths that represent a same cell into clusters, do the following:
1. Group the simple paths of L that have a common neighbor into sets of vertices. 2. For each set, merge those paths that represent the same cell (d E < λ) into supersets. If all simple paths of a given set are merged and the common vertex does not represent the background, add this vertex to the superset. Simple paths that are not merged in this step become a superset. 3. Evaluate the neighborhood of each superset and add the vertices that: a) do not belong to any other superset; b) are not neighbors of any other superset; and c) do not represent the background image. 4. Merge the supersets that represent the same cell (neighboring supersets or the ones that have a common neighbor, and d E < λ). 5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 until no supersets can be merged and no vertex can be added to some superset.
The result is a collection of supersets (clusters) in the graph, each representing one cell. These steps are depicted as the transitions from Figs 8b to 8i. Figure 8j shows the outcome of the clustering algorithm applied to the input image.
Experimental results and discussion
In this section, we present a numerical evaluation of the proposed method. Although cell counting is a well known problem, we are not aware of any other method that handles several types of pluripotent stem cells in the same microscopy image. For this reason, we include here a comparative study with the floodingbased watershed algorithm [12] , which is a classical algorithm used for image segmentation.
In order to compare the quality of the methods, we measured precision (P ), recall (R) and F-measure (F ), which are defined as: P = tp/(tp + fp), R = tp(tp + fn), and F = (2*P *R)/(P + R), where tp (true positive) represents the number of items correctly labeled as cells, fp (false positive) represents the items incorrectly classified as cells, and fn (false negative) represents items that were not classified as cells but should have been. A database with 234 images similar to those shown in Section 2 was constructed and divided into seven groups as illustrated in Table 1 . Groups 1 to 4 are the same data presented in our previous work [13] . The values for the input parameters presented in Table 1 were obtained through experimental tests.
All images processed by our method were checked by specialists from the Institute of Biomedical Sciences at UFRJ. They identified cells that were not counted (false negatives) and artifacts that were incorrectly classified as cells (false positives). Thus, the measures were calculated for each image and then an average was estimated for all images. The computed results are presented in Table 2 , and Fig. 9 shows some images processed by our method. The results for groups 1, 2 and 3 were obtained including the optional step (graph clustering); groups 4 to 7 did not include this step, as will be discussed below.
In the case of images of EB cell migration with a 20 × zoom (group 4) and images of mES cell colonies under MEF with 20 × and 10 × zoom (groups 5 and 6, respectively), due to the zoom factor the cells present in these images are very small and are displayed with only one bright point. If the clustering algorithm were applied, it would group some simple paths that represent different cells, and some cells that were detected cor- rectly would be lost. Thus, for these types of images, the optional step of our method should not be applied. Using only the first five steps, our method achieved an average F-measure of 93.87%, 83.20% and 87.78% for these groups, respectively. Although the neurosphere images (group 7) were captured with a 40 × zoom, due to biological factors these cells display only one bright point when visualized through fluorescence microscopy. Therefore, as explained previously, the clustering algorithm is not necessary. For these images, we obtained an average precision, recall and F-measure of 94.71%, 90.95% and 92.67%, respectively.
In the case of EB cryosections (groups 1 and 2) and images of EB cell migration with a 40 × zoom (group 3), due to the large zoom factor these cells are displayed with better resolution and, as a consequence, present additional bright points in their interior. Therefore, for these images, we used the sixth step as described in the previous section.
By adding the graph-clustering algorithm to the process, the precision, recall and F-measure of EB cryosection images was improved by 2.49%, 0.64% and 1.58%, respectively. Regarding images of EB cell migration (group 3), the precision of the method was improved by 22.41%. However, some cells that were very close (with a distance smaller than λ) were detected as a single one, increasing the number of false negatives. Nevertheless, the F-measure increased from 77.83% to 86.09% for these images. Table 4 presents the obtained results with and without the application of the clustering algorithm.
As demonstrated here, the proposed method provides satisfactory results, which can be improved further by applying the graph-clustering algorithm. However, it is still prone to errors when the contrast among cells or between the cells and the background is very low. When this happens, during the histogram partition step these cells can fall in the same luminance class that contains the background image, or even disappear during the background segmentation process, and then fail to be detected. As a consequence, they are not detected. In spite of this issue, the numbers presented in Table 2 are in agreement with human expert results. Moreover, according to the expert biologists, our method is sufficiently accurate for biological practices.
We have also developed a free software application with user interface called Embryonic Stem Cell Counter (ESCC), which uses the methodology proposed here to automatically calculate the number of ES cells in images like the ones described in Section 2. It was implemented in Java Language 6.0 using the development tool Eclipse 3.2. This software is already in use at the Institute of Biomedical Sciences at UFRJ, Brazil, and can be downloaded freely at http://escc.inf.puc-rio.br/. Using this software, the biologists were able to reduce the average counting time from 15 minutes to 6.2 seconds per image. Furthermore, since the algorithm always uses the same criteria, it eliminates subjectivity. The software can provide reliable results for a largescale experiment in hours, versus months of tedious visual inspection. Figure 11 shows a screenshot of ESCC.
Comparison with the watershed algorithm
In order to compare the method proposed here with the flooding-based watershed algorithm [12] , random images were selected from each group. We constructed six sets, each one representing the corresponding main group, as shown in Table 3 . Figure 1 shows examples of captured images from each set.
The images were preprocessed by applying the same Gaussian filter and background segmentation described previously. Then, the images were processed using the ImageJ plugin provided by the Biomedical Imaging Group -EPFL [4] , which implements the watershed algorithm by flooding, as proposed by Meyer [12] .
The evaluation was performed visually by the authors based on examples of correct counts provided by biologists. Table 4 presents the average precision, recall and F-measure for the sets described above, and Figure  12 compares the results achieved using our method and those from the watershed algorithm for the images of each set. Figure 13 presents some images processed by both methods.
Comparing the results, we can note that our algorithm performs better than the watershed algorithm for almost all images, as illustrated in Fig. 12 . In addition, it can be parameterized easily for each image group.
In the case of images of EB cryosections (set 1), EB cell migration with 40 × and 20 × zoom (sets 2 and 3, respectively), mES cell colonies under MEF with a 20 × zoom (set 4), and neurospheres (set 6), the proposed method is, on average, 31% more precise than the watershed algorithm. Moreover, it achieved an average F-measure of over 90% against 76% obtained by watershed.
Regarding images of mES cell colonies with a 10 × zoom (set 5), we can see that the watershed algorithm generates better results. However, the difference between F-measures is under 2.2%. Watershed obtained average precision, recall and F-measure of 83.69%, 93.77% and 88.19%, respectively, against 97.70%, 77.78% and 86.07% through our method. At this zoom, these cells are tiny and their contrast is usually low, so our method does not detect as many cells as the watershed algorithm. On the other hand, in order to achieve these results, the watershed flooding level needs to be tuned for each image, while our method is easily parameterized for each image group.
Generally, the watershed algorithm provides satisfactory results if the cells do not present strong overlapping and do not contain more than one very bright point. However, if the cells are heavily clustered (e.g., Fig. 12a ) or contain many bright points (e.g., Fig. 12b ), its results are considerably different from our method. Moreover, in order to obtain satisfactory results with the watershed algorithm, we have to assess the outcome of each flooding level and choose the one which best fits the current image.
Conclusion and future work
Interdisciplinary research has great potential for innovation. In this paper, we presented new results of our automatic ES cell detection and counting method, which was designed for images of EB cryosections and ES cell migration. We have tested this method extensively with a large database, which includes two new image types: mES cell colonies under MEF, and neurospheres. Specialists from the Institute of Biomedical Sciences at UFRJ university in Brazil validated the results. Our method achieved an average F-measure above 90%.
Comparing our method with the watershed algorithm proposed by Meyer [12] , we could see that our methodology is, on average, 31% more precise for images of EB cryosections, ES cell migration, mES colonies under MEF with a 20 × zoom, and neurospheres, and it achieved an average F-measure above 90%, against 76% obtained by watershed. For images of mES colonies under MEF with a 10 × zoom, the watershed algorithm generated slightly better results. However, it requires tuning the flooding level for each image, while our method is automatic for images with the same differentiation protocols.
We have also developed a free software applicationEmbryonic Stem Cell Counting (ESCC) -which implements the methodology described in this article for the automatic counting of ES cells in fluorescence microscopy images. To further support our method, we are making our implementation and the images shown in this work public. The ESCC software is already being used at the Institute of Biomedical Sciences at UFRJ, Brazil, and is becoming a useful tool, since it ensures the pinpoint accuracy required by the procedures.
Future work includes extending the methodology presented here to deal with ES cells under MEF stained with DAPI. Although our method is currently able to detect these cells, it is not capable of distinguishing between ES cells and MEF.
The authors also intend to study the use of other metrics, such as max or group average distance, in the graph-clustering algorithm. Although the current method yields satisfactory results using the Euclidean distance, if necessary it could be easily adapted to other metrics.
Furthermore, we intend to extend the method to handle other cell markers, such as Map2, Nestin, Sox and Tuj1, thus developing the current software to calculate the percentage of differentiated, undifferentiated and dead cells automatically. Figure 13 shows an example of an ES cell image stained with DAPI and two different cell markers.
